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ABSTRACT— Optical fibre sensors have attracted a lot of interest in the field of sensors. However, 

the limitation of conventional optical fibre sensors such as high fragility and low sensitivity need to 

be considered. This work demonstrated a simulation of a new optical sensor design, a C – shaped 

optical fibre sensor to overcome these limitations. The design optimization of the sensor was 

conducted by changing the remaining cladding thickness ranging from 5 – 0 µm and opening angle 

ranging from 70 – 110°. The change in refractive index ranging from 1.30 – 1.40 has been performed 

to evaluate the simulated sensing performance. The simulation results showed that reducing the 

cladding thickness and wider opening angle can improve the sensor’s sensitivity. In cladding 

thickness optimization, the sensor showed the highest sensitivity with no remaining cladding 

thickness. In the opening angle optimization, the highest sensitivity can be achieved at the maximum 

opening angle of 110°, but the sensitivity changes due to the the opening angle range were minimal 

compared to cladding thickness optimization. The best C – shaped sensing performance with 0 µm 

remaining cladding thickness and 110° opening angle was selected to be compared to the closest in 

term of design which is the D – shaped optical fibre sensor. Overall, the C – shaped design has more 

cladding sector region left providing better physical robustness and has high potential to act as a 

new refractive index sensor with an estimated sensitivity of up to 2.77893 A.U, higher than the 

simulated D – shaped optical fibre sensor with an estimated sensitivity of 2.77468 A.U. 
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Introduction 

 

 Optical fibre sensor (OFS) refractometers have been widely demonstrated in measuring physical, 

chemical, and biological parameters, offering refractive index (RI) measurement for quality control and in 

situ monitoring. Generally, the target measurand can either be in the form of liquid, gas, or vapour, and its 

physical properties are measured based on the RI changes. The advantages of OFS includes pollution-free 

operation, corrosion resistance, remote sensing capability, immunity to electromagnetic interference, 

lightweight and small in size, high sensitivity, large bandwidth, and ease in light signal transmission (Joe 

et al., 2018; Qian et al., 2018; Giurgiutiu 2018). The OFS has been applied for measuring chemical and 

biochemical concentration (Zaca-Morán et al., 2018; Kadir et al., 2020; Zhu et al., 2020), adulterant traces 

(Singh, Ansari, and Raghuwanshi 2021; Singh, Iqbal Ansari, and Raghuwanshi 2020; Necochea-Chamorro 

et al., 2019), and relative humidity (Syuhada et al., 2020; Huang et al., 2018; Owji et al., 2021). (Agnarsson 

et al., 2009) 

To fabricate this optical miniature sensor, a part of the optical fibre cladding is modified and replaced 

with target measurand. Tapered OFS as the most popular type has strong sensitivity performance in which 

the cladding layer is fully modified through a heat-pulling method (Korposh et al., 2019; Wei 2020; Moś 

et al., 2019) to have the evanescent field exposed and interact with the sensing medium. Other than that, 

etched OFS allows full cladding removal via wet chemical etching by using hydrofluoric (HF) acid (Zaca-

Morán et al., 2018; Owji et al., 2021; Bag et al., 2020). However, for both cases, the small segment of the 

fibre becomes extremely thin after cladding modification, causing it to be fragile, making it hard to handle 

(Patil, Patil, and Ghosh 2020; Zhao et al., 2020; Ying et al., 2017). Works to integrate and ruggedize etched 

fibre has been reported using flame hydrolysis deposition (Gray et al., 2018; Holmes et al., 2018). However, 

The use of HF acid in etched OFS fabrication is extremely hazardous and extraordinary caution when using 

it is recommended (Ghandehari 2018).  



To overcome these drawbacks, side–polished OFS has been introduced where one side of the fibre is 

polished to form a D – shaped structure by using a simple mechanical polishing method consisting of a 

motor-driven polishing wheel and abrasive paper (Luo et al., 2021). Despite the heightened mechanical 

stability from the cladding support as compared to tapered and etched OFS, experimental work has proved 

that it has lower sensitivity due to limited evanescent field exposure and typically limited interaction length. 

A study conducted by Dudus et al. showed that the D-shaped OFS has a sensitivity of around 10 times 

smaller than that of a tapered OFS of the same interaction length (Dudus, Blue, and Uttamchandani 2013). 

The D – shaped sensor sensitivity can be increased by multiplying the polished region but it will reduce the 

physical robustness of the sensor (Chen et al., 2010).  

An early investigation of the C – shaped fibre structure was conducted by Wu et al (Wu et al., 2013). A 

pure silica tube with an inner diameter of 4 mm and an outer diameter of 12 mm is machined to create a 

lateral slot along the axial direction, resulting in a C – shaped preform. Then, the preform was drawn to a 

C – shaped fibre with an outer diameter of 145 μm and inner hollow diameter of 48 μm. The multimode C 

– shaped fibre was spliced to the polarization-maintaining photonic crystal fibre (PM – PCF) and the 

mentioned inner diameter is selected to cover the entire air–hole region of the PM – PCF. The same author 

also conducted a slightly different experiment where the same C – shaped fibre size was spliced to the SMF 

(Wu et al., 2014). Both experiments used the C – shaped fibre as a sensing region which is filled with the 

target sample for measurement. This initial work has shown the possibility of fabricating the C – shaped 

OFS and integrating the structure into an optical fibre sensing system. 

In the latest work, Tan et al. fabricated the C – shaped sensor by using a single mode fibre (SMF) 

inscribed with fibre Bragg grating (FBG) to act as a temperature-insensitive refractometer (Tan et al., 2018). 

The C – shaped OFS is fabricated by direct machining in which a quarter portion of the cladding layer is 

cut off before it was tested in glycerin solution at RI ranges of 1.330-1.410, achieving a sensitivity of 

1300pm/RIU. The C – shaped structure offers strong mechanical stability to support the sensor due to more 

remaining cladding sector compared to the conventional OFS. This work has proved the capabilities of the 

C-shaped sensor as a refractometer in line with other OFS designs.  



Despite the limited available literature on this particular sensor design, its fabrication process and 

advantages as mentioned before have proven its feasibility as a new OFS design. In this paper, a C – shaped 

OFS is designed and simulated via wave optic module - COMSOL Multiphysics® software. Previous work 

has never reported the design optimization in terms of cladding thickness and opening angle. Thus, this 

study will examine the effect of both parameters on the sensitivity performance of the sensor. Furthermore, 

the electric field distribution throughout the sensor and effective RI changes at different analyte RI mediums 

are also studied and the underlying physics are discussed. Finally, the best simulated C – shaped OFS will 

be compared with the closest in term of design, D – shaped OFS, to analyse the sensing performance. 

  



1. METHODOLOGY 

The structure under investigation is illustrated in Fig. 1. It consists of SMF with core and cladding 

diameters of 9 µm and 125 µm, respectively. We chose to simulate SMF – based sensors because it tends 

to have higher sensitivity than their MMF counterparts (Dudus, Blue, and Uttamchandani 2013). Fig. 1(a) 

depicts the 3 – dimensional structure of the C – shaped OFS. To form the ‘C’ shape, about a quarter of the 

cladding structure was cut-off using a right triangle at the apex of 90° from the fibre centre (Tan et al., 

2018). The cut-off region is then replaced with a sensing medium (analyte) for simulation purposes as 

shown in the cross-section view in Fig. 1(b). The design is firstly optimized at different cladding thicknesses 

ranging from 0 – 5 µm to access the penetration depth of the evanescent wave, after which the cladding 

thickness with the best performance is applied in the second optimization by adjusting the opening angle 

ranging from 70 – 110° to retain the ‘C – shape’ structure. The design optimization on cladding thickness 

and the opening angle is shown in the inset of Fig. 1(b). 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 



Fig. 1. The structure of C – shaped OFS in a) 3D and b) cross-section geometry for simulation 

purposes. The inset shows how the optimization is done on cladding thickness and opening angle 

 

 A three-term Sellmeier equation is used to express the SMF’s RI at the near-infrared wavelength region 

as described in Eq. 1 (Khanikar and Singh 2019): 

𝑛(𝜆) = √
𝐴1𝜆2

𝜆2 − 𝜆1
2 +

𝐴2𝜆2

𝜆2 − 𝜆2
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𝜆2 − 𝜆3
2 + 1 

(1) 

Where n is the material RI and λ is the operating wavelength. Both core and cladding have different 

Sellmeier coefficients which are shown in the following Table 1: 

Table 1: Sellmeier coefficient for simulation (Oh and Paek 2012; Brückner 2011): 

Sellmeier Coefficient 𝑨𝟏 𝑨𝟐 𝑨𝟑 𝝀𝟏 𝝀𝟐 𝝀𝟑 

Core 0.6961663 0.4079426 0.8974794 0.0684043 0.1162414 9.896161 

Cladding 0.7083925 0.4203993 0.8663412 0.0853842 0.1024839 9.896175 

 

 The simulation settings are summarized in Table 2. The sensing medium RI is set from 1.30 to 1.40, a 

typical range of a liquid RI used for OFS calibration (Chen et al., 2018; de Almeida et al., 2018). All the 

RI medium is set to isotropic. The SMF is made from glass and the analyte is assumed to be in the form of 

liquid, so they possess only one RI for all directions (Chipman, Lam, and Young 2018). 1550 nm is chosen 

as the operating wavelength where the lowest attenuation window of practical fibre is established (Green 

2019). 

Table 2: Simulation settings 



Parameter Expression / Settings Value 

Operating Wavelength - 1550 nm 

Core refractive index Sellmeier Equation 1.4529 RIU 

Cladding refractive index Sellmeier Equation 1.4440 RIU 

Liquid refractive index - 1.30 – 1.40 (Step: 0.01) RIU 

Refractive Index Medium Isotropic - 

 

The C – shaped OFS has a similar working principle as D – shaped OFS (Tan et al., 2018). Changes 

in the sensor structure and the analyte medium will change the speed of light propagation in the sensor 

and in turn, changing the effective RI, 𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 value of the sensor. Numerically, the 𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 can be described as 

in Eq. 2 (Sukhoivanov and Guryev 2009):  

𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 =  
𝑐

𝑣𝑔
  (2) 

Where, 𝑐 is the speed of light in a vacuum and 𝑣𝑔 is the group velocity of light that propagates 

through the optical fibre. Now, the sensor depends on the interaction of the evanescent wave between the 

sensor and the analyte medium. The evanescent field ‘senses’ the changes in the RI distribution caused by 

the analyte medium, thus inducing the 𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 of the sensor. The evanescent wave will decay exponentially 

with a distance in the analyte medium and it is called penetration depth, 𝑑𝑝 which can be expressed as in 

Eq. 2 (Agnarsson et al., 2009): 

𝑑𝑝 =
𝜆

2𝜋√(𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓
2 𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝜃 − 𝑛𝑎

2)
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Where, 𝜆 is the operating wavelength and 𝑛𝑎 is the analyte RI. From Equation 2, the changes in 𝑛𝑎 will 

change the 𝑑𝑝 value. The RI of an unknown 𝑛𝑎 medium can be easily detected by using this evanescent 



wave interaction. Gao et al. claimed that the sensor sensitivity, 𝑆 can be calculated by using Eq. 4 (Gao et 

al., 2014): 

𝑆 =
𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝑛𝑎

1

√𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓
2 − 𝑛𝑎

2

 
(4) 

 The sensitivity can be increased to a very large value when 𝑛𝑎 approaches 𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓. The sensor has a 

better sensing performance when 𝑛𝑎 is closer to the 𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 (Gao et al., 2014). Hence, in this work, the 

maximum sensitivity of the sensor is studied at the highest analyte RI, 1.40, where the maximum 

sensitivity can be achieved. 

  



2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

3.1 Electric Field Distribution and Sensor Sensitivity at Different Cladding Thickness 

 

The simulation output is presented in two forms. Firstly, a coloured illustration of the electrical field 

intensity through the sensor structure helps in visualizing optical properties such as light propagation, the 

electric field distribution, light intensity, and evanescent wave. Secondly, a plotted graph to analyse the 

mode field diameter (MFD) and effective RI value of the simulated device.  

 

   

(a) (b) (c) 

   

(d) (e) (f) 



 

 

 

(g) 

Fig. 2. Coloured illustration of normalized electric field intensity around the fiber core for (a) SMF and 

C – shaped with (b) 5 µm, (c) 4 µm, (d) 3 µm, (e) 2 µm,  (f) 1 µm and (g) 0 µm of remaining cladding 

thickness when exposed to the analyte medium with RI of 1.33.  

Fig. 2 shows the supported mode profile. In a selective study, the coloured illustration of the electric 

field distribution is illustrated through SMF and C – shaped sensors at different remaining cladding 

thicknesses ranging from 0 – 5 µm when exposed to the analyte RI at 1.33. The red and blue colour 

represents the maximum and the minimum electric field intensity. In the SMF structure, the electric field 

is concentrated at the centre and equally distributed indicating that the light is strongly confined in the core. 

However, when reducing the remaining cladding thickness, the electric field is slightly shifted towards the 

core/cladding boundary due to the lower RI contrast between these two mediums compared to the 

core/analyte boundary. The significant electric field shift can be seen when the remaining cladding 

thickness is reduced to 1 µm and 0 µm. For all cases, the colour faded out from red to blue showing that 

the electric field gradually decreases when reaching the core/cladding and core/analyte boundary due to the 

light energy attenuation as it reaches the boundary with different RI mediums. 

  



 

(a) 

  

(b) (c) 

  

(d) (e) 



  

(f) (g) 

Fig. 3. (a) MFD of the C – shaped OFS at different cladding thickness at a selective analyte RI of 1.33. 

The inset shows the penetration depth at core/analyte boundary. Penetration depth for each thickness at 

different analyte RI is shown for (b) 5 µm, (c) 4 µm, (d) 3 µm, (e) 2 µm, (f) 1 µm, and (g) 0 µm. The 

initial value of 67 µm on the x-axis of the graph represents the core/cladding boundary. The blue region 

represents the thickness of the cladding layer, and the brown region represents the analyte medium 

 

The electric field distribution of the C – shaped OFS can be analysed by studying the MFD as depicted 

in Fig. 3. A large variation of MFD can be seen when reducing the remaining cladding thickness from 5 – 

0 µm as shown in Fig. 3(a). At the core/analyte boundary, the penetration depth of the evanescent wave 

decreases with the decrease in the cladding thickness. From the plotted graph in Fig. 3(b)-(g), the lowest 

penetration depth can be seen at 0 µm cladding thickness, with an estimated 4 µm of penetration depth and 

the highest penetration depth can be seen at 5 µm cladding thickness with an estimated 7 µm of penetration 

depth. It is worth mentioning that the penetration depth depends on the RI difference between the core, 

cladding and the analyte medium. By taking the core/cladding boundary as an example, the small RI 

difference between these two mediums causes a higher penetration depth probing further into the cladding 

medium. However, this condition may lead to a less sensitive sensor due to limited light interaction between 

the sensor and the analyte medium. In the case of 0 µm cladding thickness, although it has the smallest 

penetration depth due to high RI difference at the core/analyte boundary, the evanescent wave can fully 



interact with the analyte medium thus increasing the sensor sensitivity. This explanation is summarized in 

Fig 4.   

  

Fig. 4 Difference in penetration depth between 0 µm, 2 µm and 5 µm remaining cladding thickness. More 

evanescent wave interaction between sensor and analyte medium can be seen at 0 µm remaining cladding 

thickness compared to 2 µm and 5 µm  The evanescent wave illustrated in this figure is the plotted MFD 

graph as shown in previous Fig. 3. Graph modification is made for illustration purposes. 

 

  

Fig. 5. (a) 𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 changes at different analyte RI and (b) sensor sensitivity of the C – shaped OFS at 

different remaining cladding thicknesses ranging from 0 – 5 µm  

  

 The registered neff changes for each cladding thickness are plotted at different analyte RI as shown in 

Fig. 5. As depicted in Fig. 5(a), as the analyte RI increases from 1.30 to 1.40, the neff  changes also increases. 

There is an extremely small neff change occured at the 5 µm cladding thickness and the neff  changes is 



almost constant at a given analyte RI. However, the significant neff changes can be seen when reducing the 

cladding to the minimum of 0 µm thickness. Fig. 5(b) shows the sensitivity changes towards the cladding 

thickness calculated at the highest analyte RI of 1.40. It can be concluded that the C  - shaped sensor at the 

remaining cladding thickness of 0 µm shows the highest estimated sensitivity of 2.77675 A.U and the 

remaining cladding thickness of 5 µm shows the smallest sensitivity of 2.76590 A.U, with total sensitivity 

changes of 0.01085 A.U. This is expected since the evanescent wave fully ‘senses’ the disturbance from 

the analyte medium when the cladding layer is removed, causing more light interaction between the sensor 

and analyte medium. In addtition, the simulation results are consistent with the simulation study conducted 

by (Kim et al., 2012) and the experimental study shown by Patil et. al (Patil, Saha, and Barma 2018) in 

which the sensitivity of the etched OFS increases when reducing the remaining cladding thickness. 

 

3.2 Electric Field Distribution and Sensor Sensitivity at Different Opening Angle 

 

The cladding thickness of the C – shaped OFS at 0 µm is selected to further study the effect of the 

opening angle on the sensor performance as the mentioned thickness provided the highest sensitivity on the 

cladding thickness optimization. Fig. 6 shows the simulation output as the light wave propagated through 

the fibre structure. In a selective study, the coloured illustration of the electric field distribution is illustrated 

through the C – shaped sensor at different opening angles ranging from 70 – 110° at analyte RI of 1.33. 

However, though hardly visible, there existed small changes in the electric field distribution at different 

opening angles. This observation can also be supported by analysing the MFD of the sensor. 

 



   

(a) (b) (c) 

  

(d) (e) 

Fig. 6. Coloured illustration of normalized electric field intensity around the fibre core for C – shaped 

OFS at different opening angles when exposed to the analyte medium with RI of 1.33; (a) 70° (b) 80°, 

(c) 90°, (d) 100°, and (e) 110° 

 

The MFD analysis of the C – shaped OFS at different opening angles is depicted in Fig. 7. As depicted 

from Fig. 7(a), the penetration depth for each opening angle ranging from 70 - 110° shows a small change. 

Fig. 7(b)-(f) represents the MFD at different analyte RI for each opening angle size. The penetration depth 

became smaller when opening angle increases. Although the penetration depth changes are very small as 

compared to that due to thickness optimization, the electric field distribution throughout the sensor can still 

differentiate the analyte RI without being overlapped. This can be supported by analysing the neff changes 

toward the analyte RI. 



 

(a) 

  

(b) (c) 

  

(d) (e) 



 

(f) 

Fig. 7. MFD of the C – shaped OFS (a) at different opening angles. Penetration depth for each opening 

at different analyte RI is shown in (b) 70°, (c) 80°, (d) 90°, (e) 100°, and (f) 110°, 

 

 The registered neff changes for each opening angle are plotted at different analyte RI as shown in Fig. 8. 

As the analyte RI increases from 1.30 to 1.40, the neff also increases. For all cases, the C – shaped OFS at 

different opening angles can interact well with the analyte medium by giving different neff changes at 

different analyte RI. The smallest and highest change can be seen at 70° and 110° of opening angle, 

respectively. Fig. 7(b) summarizes the sensitivity performance towards the opening angle. The sensitivity 

linearly increased when increasing the opening angle. At 70° of opening angle, the sensor achieved the 

smallest estimated sensitivity of 2.77893 A.U but the highest estimated sensitivity of 2.77468 A.U is 

achieved at 110° which results in the highest analyte RI of 1.40 with the total sensitivity changes from 70 - 

110° of 0.00425 A.U. As the opening angle becomes wider, such condition will increase the area of 

evanescent field exposure onto the analyte medium, thus, increasing the interaction between the sensor and 

the analyte medium. The simulation is also supported by the previous work, where the degree of the 

evanescent field exposure will affect the sensing interaction as claimed by the author (Dudus, Blue, and 

Uttamchandani 2013). 



  

Fig. 8. 𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 at different analyte RI for C – shaped OFS at different opening angles ranging from 70 – 

110°  

3.3 Overall C – Shaped Sensing Performance and Comparison with D – Shaped Optical Fibre 

Sensor 

Based on this simulation work, the C – shaped sensor has a high possibility for RI measurement. The 

sensing performance is improved when the remaining cladding thickness is reduced. Without a cladding 

layer, the sensor shows the highest sensitivity performance. In addition, the greater the opening angle of 

the C – shaped sensor, the more sensitive the sensor becomes. However, based on these findings, increasing 

the opening angle can only increase the sensor sensitivity by a small degree compared to cladding thickness 

reduction which shows more significant sensitivity changes. The overall C – shaped sensing performance 

is summarized in Table 3. 

Table 3. Simulated sensor performance of C-shaped at different optimized parameter 

Optimized Parameter Sensitivity (A.U) Total Sensitivity Changes (A.U) 

Cladding Thickness    

Highest sensitivity = 0 µm 2.77675 0.01085 

 Lowest sensitivity = 5 µm 2.76590 



Opening Angle   

 

0.00425 

Lowest sensitivity = 70°  2.77893 

Highest sensitivity = 110° 2.77468 

 

 The sensor performance in term of sensitivity is compared between two OFS design which is the C – 

shaped and the D-shaped OFS for their close similarity in design. The C – shaped OFS at 0 µm and 110° 

opening angle is selected for this purpose.  The D – shaped OFS is simulated with the same simulation 

settings as mentioned before, without remaining cladding thickness. Fig. 9(a) depicts the sensing 

comparison between the C – shaped and D – shaped OFS. The estimated sensitivity achieved by the C - 

shaped OFS is 2.77893 A.U, higher than the D - shaped OFS, with an estimated sensitivity of 2.77620 A.U 

which results in the highest analyte RI of 1.40. This is expected since the evanescent wave exposure area 

of C – shaped is better than D – shaped OFS. Both simulated sensor performance is summarized in Table 

4. Furthermore, the C – shaped design has more cladding sector region left to support the physical 

robustness of the sensor compared to D-shaped OFS, promising a more reliable sensor design as illustrated 

in Fig. 9(b). 

 

 

(a) (b) 



Fig. 9.  (a) 𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 changes of the best simulated C – shaped and D - shaped OFS at different analyte RI 

and (b) the comparison structure between the two sensors in remaining cladding sector region. 

Table 4. Simulated sensor performance of C-shaped and D-shaped OFS 

Type of Simulated OFS Sensitivity (A.U) 

C – shaped  2.77893 

D - shaped 2.77620 

 



Conclusion 

This work demonstrated the design and simulation of C – shaped OFS at different analyte RI ranging 

from 1.30 – 1.40. The conducted design optimization at different cladding thicknesses and opening angles 

is greatly helpful in determining the best C – shaped OFS sensitivity. In the simulation evaluation, the 

optimized C – shaped sensor measuring the different analyte RI shows different electric field distribution 

and evanescent field without being overlapped. The highest estimated sensitivity achieved by the C - shaped 

sensor is 2.77893 A.U with 0 µm of cladding thickness and 110° of opening angle. This sensitivity is higher 

than the simulated D – shaped OFS with an estimated sensitivity of 2.77620 A.U. The simulated design 

evinced C-shaped design as a convincing one for a new OFS type. 
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